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With a dual strategy, software provider Per-

spectix is paving the way for manufacturers 

of complex product systems to create custo-

mer-specific online offers: In the first step, 

they integrate the P'X Industry Solution into 

existing PDM, CRM and ERP systems, create 

3D visualization data and map the product 

logic. The powerful Configure-Price-Quote 

solution enables technical calculations, de-

sign and assembly planning and 3D quotation 

generation. In a second step, customers and 

partners configure components and modules 

with the user-friendly P'X Web Configurator. 

In this way, manufacturers can reduce main-

tenance and processing costs and increase 

their sales success.

The path to meeting individual customer requi-

rements with technical product systems differs 

according to industry and depth of the product 

range. With the combination of the P'X Indust-

ry Solution and the P'X Web Configurator based 

on the same database, it is up to the manufac-

turers to prepare the portfolio in a custo-

mer-specific manner. Preconfigured modules 

and industry-specific components can be used 

to increase user-friendliness and sales success. 

The Web Configurator, which is specially desi-

gned for high usability, guides users quickly and 

reliably to the desired result through 3D visua-

lization of modules and components in the ins-

tallation space. The interested party requests 

his individual offer with the project file. The 

technical sales department processes this file 

seamlessly in the P̀ X Industry Solution, carries 

out adjustments after the consultation and 

sends an offer with 3D views, installation plan-

ning, parts lists and services. In this way, manu-

facturers reduce their consulting effort and in-

crease customer satisfaction.

Web Configurator for complex  
product systems

By integrating the P'X Industry Solution with 

leading CAD, PDM, CRM and ERP solutions, the 

entire process chain from customer inquiry to 

finished product variant can be digitized. A uni-

form platform for the entire customer commu-

nication improves the sales processes. The end-

to-end solution eliminates duplication of work, 

simplifies data maintenance and thus reduces 

the effort by half.

As complete CPQ software, the P'X Industry 

Solution includes all CRM functions for quotati-

on management, from customer data to price 

information in various currencies and discount 

levels to mapping current and completed pro-

jects. Sales and Engineering access all product 

and project data on a uniform basis. Perspectix 

AG's CPQ solutions are individually adapted in 

joint projects with the customer. In this way, 

B2B providers reduce their sales effort, tap new 

customer groups on the Internet and create 

more accurate offers in less time.

Perspectix AG in Zurich implements sophi-
sticated software solutions for technical 
sales and store planning. Since its foundati-
on in 1996, the company has continuously 
developed into a technologically leading 
solution provider for the sale and project 
planning of products with many variants. 
Users of the P'X Industry Solution benefit 
from experience from complementary user  
industries: Mechanical engineering, plant 
construction, electrical engineering, furnis-
hing, shopfitting, storage and logistics  
systems. The P'X Retail Store Solution  
provides users with a tailor-made solution 
for store planning, assortment design and 
store evaluation. By combining sales  
optimization, graphic project planning and 
product lifecycle management in a  
forward-looking technology, Perspectix is 
now a strategic supplier to well-known  
manufacturers and retail chains as well as a 
partner to leading IT houses. 

About Perspectix

With the P'X Web Configurator and the P'X Industry 
Solution, manufacturers benefit from the Internet as a 
sales channel


